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 Release Notes for Inpho 13 
 

Trimble Inpho Version 13.2 
Trimble announces version 13 for all Inpho software products including UASMaster (separated release 
note). Users can find the following products in Inpho 13 as modules in ApplicationsMaster: 
 

 

MATCH-AT automatic georeferencing (including inBLOCK) 

MATCH-3DX and Meshing Add-On for automatic generation of 3D point clouds, true ortho mosaics and 3D 

meshes 
 

MATCH-T DSM automatic 2.5D point cloud (DSM/DTM) generation 

DTMaster Stereo interactive and automated editing of point clouds, DTM/DSM and basic mapping 

OrthoMaster ortho image generation 

OrthoVista automatic ortho mosaicking, editing and color balancing 

SATMaster complete satellite imagery workflow 

 

 

This major release offers new features in addition to bug fixes. 

A new license is not required if you are already under maintenance of version 13. For more information 

please visit: https://geospatial.trimble.com/products-and-solutions/inpho  
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What’s new in Inpho 13.2 

 

Exclusion of water areas in MATCH-AT 

Water areas are one of the most challenging parts in aerial triangulation. Depending on the illumination 

changes, direction of sunlight, wind and waves on the water areas, e.g. rivers, lakes, sees, these regions 

cause false or low accuracy tie points in image matching. As these areas are already available in many 

countries in vectorized formats, one can exclude these areas in tie point extraction by importing the shape 

file of water objects into MATCH-AT. This automation step will significantly save time and costs in manual 

elimination of such tie points in Photo Measurement Tool. 

 

Stronger and faster camera calibration in MATCH-AT 

New developments have significantly improved the accuracy of the “grid camera”, when applying the 

additional (self-calibration) parmeters during the tie point extraction. In this version the iterative process 

of camera calibration is also reduced, while improving the accuracy. 

 

Better geometry for all deliverables in MATCH-3DX 

In version 13.2, edges are even sharper than before. This significant improvement can be more seen in the 

true orthophotos, along the shadows of buildings, where jagged effects are more expected. 

 

In this version even the shadows are more consistent. In high overlap and oblique imagery of city areas, 

the shadows of high buildings on the ground might be slightly moved due to the time difference between 

the overlapping strips. This causes duplication of shadows on the ground. In this version the shadows are 

represented without any duplication anymore, while keeping the appropriate brightness for object 

recognition in such areas. 

 

Improved radiometry in True Orthophotos in MATCH-3DX 

Over-illumination, e.g. caused by sun reflection on cars, glass-made construction and water, result in 

inhomogeneous radiometry in orthomosaics. Version 13.2 delivers true orthophotos with better color and 

illumination adjustment in such challenging objects. 

 

Filtering moving objects in MATCH-3DX 

Depending on the speed of moving objects, they are either represented completely, partially or in the form 

of a ghosting effect. Since version 13.2, moving objects such as cars, pedestrians or operating cranes and 

vehicles in construction sites are automatically filtered out. 



 

 

There are more features in the version that will ease your production, and can be found in the Release Notes. As 

usual, we are happy to improve the stability and usability of our software by some fixes in this version. 

 

 

 Previous features of version 13 
Integration of PhaseOne cameras in Inpho workflow 

In previous versions, Phase One cameras and platforms were handled like the other imagery sensors in the market. 
With a new collaboration between Trimble Inpho and Phase One, the SDK of Phase One is integrated into the Inpho 
workflow. Users can speed up productivity by importing images in Phase One’s IIQ format and setting up the project 
based on predefined templates in the Project Editor. This step in the integration of Phase One cameras simplifies and 
ensures project efficiency by reducing the time in project setup. The high precision large format nadir sensor PAS 
280 and the large format multi-head sensor PAS 880 are supported. 
 

Stronger and faster image matching in MATCH-AT 

In the last version, MATCH-AT introduced a new and stronger matching engine. In this version the robustness of the 
image matching is even higher to better handle challenging areas like forests or regions with poor texture and 
contrast. In MATCH-AT version 13, users will enjoy more adaptability in matching for projects in mountainous and 
hilly areas, as well as in oblique imagery, where the scale and perspective can be varied from image to image. The 
sensibility of the matching algorithm can be set in this version depending on the area type, image content, varying 
from Forest with less contrast up to City with various objects and more contrast. Furthermore, matching time is up 
to 30% faster than the previous version by activating caching in the process. 
 

Better Performance in MATCH-AT 

In this version MATCH-AT provides users a better performance of up to 30% faster than previous version. This 
performance level is based on a new sophisticated tie point selection during the extraction process that has 
improved the speed of MATCH-AT.  
 

New Distortion Model in all Inpho products 

A new distortion model is now supported within Inpho allowing corrections for symmetric radial (K1, K2, K3  ...), 
decentering (P1, P2  ...) and affinity/non-orthogonal (B1, B2) distortion. This format is for example used for 
calibrations made for PhaseOne sensors. 
 

Better User Experience in MATCH-AT 

To improve the usability of the tools it is possible now to edit the point attribute “description” directly in the Multi-
Photo Measurement Tool.  
Simpler management of multi-head projects with improvements in strip generation and providing new filters on 
Multi-Photo Measurement Tool based on Station Concept in PMT are the further features to improve the experience 
of users during the project management. 

https://www.phaseone.com/


 

 

 

New Feature of Cycle Through Models in DTMaster Stereo 

Beside the already existing feature Walk Around Object for quality control of your 
stereo models around an object, in this version we introduce a new feature called 
Cycle Through Models which allows you to simply change the stereo models over your 
adjusted block at a given position. In addition, you will experience a better look-and-
feel in the selection of the image footprints in the user interface. 
 
 

Integration of New Satellites 
In this version, we integrated the two new high resolution and rapidly growing satellites in the remote sensing 
market. Data from Pleiades NEO 3/4 sensor and Beijing-3 (BJ3) can now be used for satellite projects. 
 

New Usability Features in MATCH-3DX and MATCH-T DSM 
In version 13.1, it is now possible in the user interface “morphological data” to define polygons as plane data, e.g. to 
define water bodies. The information is added to the project file and will be considered for processing. Resulting 
points lying in the defined polygons get the heights of the internal calculated plane. 
Furthermore in MATCH-3DX (including MATCH-T DSM), a DEM area can be defined from available files in WNP, SHP 
or DXF format. The engine can use the imported DEM definition if no manual area is defined in the project file.  
 

Exponentially boosted performance in OrthoVista 
Over the past decades, OrthoVista has shown its legacy in quality and reliability of photogrammetry product lines. 
Particularly for large imagery projects, this product is well known for its strong capabilities in color-balanced and 
homogeneous mosaicking orthophotos. Users can now benefit from an exponentially higher performance in 
OrthoVista with up to 13x faster ortho mosaicking in large projects to accelerate their productivity with this 
premium product. 
 

Improved 3D mesh approach in MATCH-3DX for higher quality 
In this version, MATCH-3DX comes with a new mesh generation algorithm based on smarter image selection in the 
matching, to increase the realistic impression of 3D models. Furthermore, users can produce higher quality meshes, 
due to a new mesh texturing technology. The significant change in visual consistency can be seen by reducing 
artifacts caused by moving objects, e.g. cars, or water reflection and changing lighting conditions. 
 

Guided and ensured production with usability improvements in MATCH-3DX 
In this version, there are a couple of usability features that help project managers to better manage the production 
of the deliverables using MATCH-3DX. Processing of multi-head projects is now easier and ensured, due to 
automatically pre-checking and offering the best fitting scenario as well as detailed progress update via user 
interface. There are some additional features in the status file MATCH.status for investigation of problems and 
efficient importing of DEM areas. In this version, the automatic increase of tile size (up to 2x) will ensure users of the 
process-break and avoid starting from the beginning, if the tile size limit is exceeded. 
 

Better handling of large projects in MATCH-3DX 
As already known, automatic splitting and merging of large projects has been already implemented in DPMaster for 
distributed processing purposes in MATCH-3DX. In this version, users can automatically split the production of large 
projects into smaller parts and sub process them sequentially. This feature is important if a user would like to 
process only one or some of the tiles, for example to evaluate the quality of the results before starting the whole 
process. Finally, the processed tiles can be merged automatically together. 
 



 

 

Better performance for a cleaned-up true-orthophoto in MATCH-3DX  
Thanks to the optimized borderline for true-orthophoto generation in this version, the optimal processing area can 
be defined considering the available models and fold parameters, which reduces the processing time. 
 

Extended Inpho capabilities for Windows Server and CITRIX 
Due to the rapidly growing imagery projects, we received more and more requests from project managers and 
organizations, who would like to increase and ensure their productivity by running parallel projects with high 
performance machines and highly secured Server environments. With multi-user access in this version, we changed 
the structure of files from machine-scope to user-scope, which is an important usability improvement for customers 
working in Windows Server and CITRIX environments.  
 

More productivity by multiple access to the modules 
In previous versions, users could start the modules in the classical workflow only once on the same machine. In 
version 12, we removed this limitation for MATCH-AT to improve the productivity by more access to this module, for 
example for preparing the next project, while the current project is being processed. We would like to appreciate the 
great feedback from customers and fulfill your wishes by removing the multi-usage limitation for MATCH-T DSM, 
OrthoMaster and OrthoVista, so that several users can work on the same machine at the same time in version 13, as 
long as enough licenses are available. This feature is also important for the project managers who would like to use 
the extended capabilities of Inpho for CITRIX or Windows Server environments or for remote workspaces. 
 
 
 
There are more features in this version that will ease your production, and can be found in the Release Notes. As 
usual, we are happy to improve the stability and usability of our software by some fixes in this version. 
 

  



 

 

 

 

List of Changes 
 

General notes and information: 

 With version 13.1 the version of the project file has been updated (13.1.0). Projects created with this and 
higher versions cannot be opened with older versions. Projects with an older project file format are updated 
during import. 

 Changes for SATMaster are aligning with changes in the Inpho components associated with satellite 
processing (ApplicationsMaster, MATCH-AT, MATCH-T DSM, DTMaster Stereo, OrthoMaster, and 
OrthoVista). 

 Version 13 needs a license update. Customers with maintenance automatically received the license update. A 
valid license for version 13 works for versions >11.0.5. Older versions are not supported with the new 
license. 

 In order to be able to use the given hardware better, MATCH-AT, MATCH-T, OrthoMaster and OrthoVista 
now use 40 cores and MATCH-3DX 48 cores for computationally intensive steps. This makes no sense for I/O 
intensive steps, which is why not all cores are used for the entire processing. 

 Inpho software offers multi-user support on Server Operating Systems. 

 We recommend installing the current available CodeMeter Runtime version. It is included in the Bundle 
installation and available on our download page under 3rd Party Products as well on the WIBU homepage 
(www.wibu.com).  

 

ApplicationsMaster 

Change Description 

Information 13.2: End of 
life “Classic Style” of GUI 

Dear user be informed that version 13.2 will be the last version supporting “Classic 
Style” user interface. 

Fix 13.2: Handling of 
strategy files  

The problem that existing strategy files could not be copied or deleted has been 
fixed. 

http://www.wibu.com/


 

 

 

New Feature 13.1.1: 
Extended export sub-block 
functionality 

The functionality to export a sub-block as new Inpho project is extended by a 
batch file to copy the sub-block images to a user-defined location. 

New Feature 13.1.1: 
Output definition in the 
Image Commander / 
Process Image Overviews 

This new feature makes it possible to keep original images separate from working 
copies. Optionally, the subdirectory structure of the original images can be 
retained.  
Example: Original images of a multi-head project are saved in a multi-head 
structure that separates the different camera heads (e.g. images\nadir, 
images\left, images\right, images\forward, images\backward). These images can 
be copied to a defined location with the option to compress the images. For the 
above definition and a setting of "preserve subdirectory level 1" the copied 
images will show the same directory structure. It is possible to define up to 4 
subdirectories. 

New Feature 13.1.1: 
Pyramid generation for 
large compressed images 
 

A new image buffer setting has been added to the Image Commanders 
"Processing Options" dialog. Large compressed imagery such as satellite data 
benefits from this new option during pyramid generation. Fastest processing is 
reached, if the uncompressed image data can be completely loaded into RAM at 
once. The selectable buffer size specifies the data size up until the image is 
completely read into RAM and subsequently processed. 

Fix 13.1.1: USGS definition 
for “Grid” and “Table” type 
distortion 

The USGS definition direction (opposite to the Inpho definition) was taken into 
account for the “Coefficients” distortions and not for the other two possibilities 
“Grid” and “Table”. Now it works correctly for all three distortion types. 

Fix 13.1.1: Image 
Commander creates PAN 
images when using 
Vignetting 

If pyramids of IIQ images were created in the Image Commander and vignetting 
was carried out directly afterwards (without closing the Image Commander), this 
resulted in PAN images. Now the RGB information is preserved. 

Fix 13.1.1: Consider strip 
azimuth and kappa value 
for multi-head projects 
 

In previous versions, the violation of strip (azimuth) and kappa value integrity was 
not determined and corrected for multi-head projects. Now it works also for this 
project type. 

Fix 13.1.1: Disabling of 
refraction for a plane 
tangential project 

Setting up a project in a plane tangential system did not allow to switch off the 
"refraction correction" check box. When saving the project file the message 
"Project validation has encountered inconsistencies in selection of coordinate 
systems: >>Project coordinate systems must be identical (WRK == DLY)". 



 

 

 

Fix 13.1.1: GNSS/IMU 
import of multiple files 

The import of multiple GNSS text files did not work properly. After the import first 
all data was visible but after reopening the dialog only one file was added. 

Information 13.1.1: Change 
of zone names in TCS 

There are changes in the zone names of the Trimble Coordinate Systems 
database. The old names will not work for a couple of coordinate systems 
anymore and can cause issues with existing projects. 
Example: 
old: United States/State Plane 1983 
new: United States/NAD83 
 

New Feature 13.1: 
PhaseOne integration 
 

The import of camera information and GNSS/IMU data from the EXIF header of IIQ 
images is implemented for single head camera projects.  

Example: 
old: United States/State Plane 1983 
new United States/NAD83 

New Feature 13.1: Support 
for Pleiades NEO 3/4 
 

Data from Pleiades NEO 3/4 sensor can now also be used for satellite projects. 

New Feature 13.1: Support 
for BJ3 satellite sensor 
 

Data from Beijing-3 sensor can now also be used for satellite projects. 

New Feature 13.1: Strip 
extraction from image ID 
 

The image name or ID often includes already the strip ID. This information could 
be used to automatically extract the strip information during the project setup. 



 

 

 

 

New Feature 13.1: Support 
of new distortion model 
 

A new distortion model is now supported within Inpho allowing corrections for 
symmetric radial (K1, K2, K3  ...), decentering (P1, P2  ...) and affinity (non-
orthogonal, B1, B2) distortion. For example, the B1, B2 coefficients are part of 
calibration protocols of PhaseOne sensors. If a camera calibration is performed, 
the effects of affinity and non-orthogonality are included in the K and P 
coefficients. 

New Feature 13.1: 
PhaseOne raw format IIQ 
 

Images in PhaseOne raw format IIQ can now be loaded in the Image Commander 
automatically. The extension is considered for import by directory or file. 

New Feature 13.1: Unit 
definition for image 
coordinate import 
 

The import of image coordinates allows now defining the units of the data. So far, 
the unit was expected as [mm]. 

Improvement 13.1: Strip 
generation for multi-head 
projects 
 

The strip generation might fail for too large baselines or significant changes in 
viewing direction. Therefore the default settings adapted for the “Azimuth 
tolerance: 10° (instead 5°)” and the “Distance tolerance: 300% (instead of 100%)” 
for multi-head projects. 



 

 

 

Improvements 13.1: 
Overwriting of camera 
templates 
 

Existing cameras that were stored in the camera database can now be updated. 

 

Improvement 13.1: New 
version of the Trimble 
Coordinate Systems (TCS) 
 

The version 13.1 bundle installation implements the latest Trimble Coordinate 
System Manager version 3.9.11. The TCS Manager is available on the download 
page for single component installation. 

Improvement 13.1: Image 
Converter – Error message 
when converting from JPEG 
to TIFF 

Because of the severe impact on performance, we limited the reading of JPEG 
images to ~300 MB of UNCOMPRESSED image data (not to be confused with JPEG 
file size). If this limit was exceeded, the incomprehensible error message 
"Itex_OpenWithCreateInfo_private ==> Error[1: Cannot open file : 
<Itex_Ppen_Private() failed> .." appeared. Now the error message is visible in the 
ApplicationsMaster's Output log window. The text was changed to  
"Error: failed to open JPEG file <file path> image would require more than 310MB 
of memory."  

Workaround: Set JPEG_LIMIT_OVERRIDE=yes in your environment to disable this 
limit. 

Improvement 13.1: 
Compare camera for multi-
head projects 
 

The camera comparison in the Project Editor works now for multi-head camera 
definitions. 

Improvement 13.1: Save of 
user defined regular 
expressions 

User defined regular expressions for the station generation of multi-head projects 
can now be saved and are then available in the pull-down menu for further usage. 

Improvement 13.1: 
Identification Extraction 
dialog for A3 and ADS 

The “Identification Extraction” dialog for A3 and ADS projects did not show the 
same options than for the other project type. For version 13.1, this is unified. 



 

 

 

Improvement 13.1: 
Updates manuals 

The reference manuals of ApplicationsMaster, MATCH-AT, MATCH-T/3DX, 
DTMaster and the Installation manual have been updated. 

Improvement 13.1: 
Warning when file path 
exceeds limit. 
 

The overall length of file paths is limited. In case of satellite imagery and its nested 
file structure, it can happen that the max. length is exceeded. Several modules 
report now if the file path length is too long. Previously an exceeding file path 
length could cause a stop in project saving (message appeared in the background) 
or could disable the generation of pyramid file in the Image Commander. 

Fix 13.1: Image 
Commander – sorting of 
columns 

The Image Commander allows the data to be sorted by columns, which did not 
work with the IMG, RDX and RDN columns. Now sorting works for all columns. 

Fix 13.1: Block generation 
before strip creation 
 

When creating a (sub)block for projects without strips defined the selection of the 
images from the list was not possible. All of the images available in the “Photos in 
project” list were greyed out and could not be selected. 

Note that the strip definition is mandatory for further processing in MATCH-AT! 

Fix 13.1: Export to 
Analytical Plotter - wrong 
point type 

When exporting to “Analytical Plotter”, the point type was not transferred 
correctly, e.g. HV instead of CHV. That’s fixed. 

Fix 13.1: Image Viewer 
with single overview 
 

The dropdown list showing the image overview levels was empty when only one 
overview level was available in the image. Now the available levels are visible. 

Information 13.1: Update 
of project file format 
 

The project file format (9.2.0) was updated with version 13.1. The project file 
entry shows now: 

$PROJECT 13.1.0 
Please note that projects created with version 13.1 can no longer be opened in 
older versions. Older project file formats are updated when opening them in 
version 13.1. 

Improvement 13.0.2: 
Project Edit – Block 
Digitizer 

The Block Digitizer now also works when the images are offline. 



 

 

 

Fix 13.0.2: Image 
Commander – Timing 
information 

An error in the timing information for the image overview generation is fixed. The 
time is now displayed correctly in the ApplicationsMaster “Output Log”. 

Fix 13.0.2: Image 
Commander - RadioMetrix 
– Global Options 

The default settings for Background Checking of 16-bit images was wrong. 
Correcting the setting for “Minimum Value” and “Maximum Value” did not work. 
Now the correct default settings are displayed and used. 

Fix 13.0.1: Wrong Colorizer 
results 

A bug in the Colorizer of version 13.0.0 has been corrected. 

Fix 13.0.1: Camera 
template for PhaseOne PAS 
880 

There was a wrong entry for the pixel size of the default camera template for the 
PhaseOne PAS 880 IIQ raw multi-head system. This has been corrected. 

Fix 13.0.1: File Path Repair The “File Path Repair” option in the Project Editor failed in some cases. This has 
been fixed. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Pyramid 
generation for PhaseOne 
IIQ images 

On some PhaseOne cameras, the original IIQ files could become corrupted during 
pyramid generation. In this case, no TIFF images were generated. Now the 
pyramid generation creates TIFF images and the original IIQ files are left 
untouched. 
 

New Feature 13.0:  
Added Server multi-user 
support 

Inpho applications are able to run multiple times in parallel on one machine and 
multiple users can use the applications on Server operating systems. 
Previous limitations to run an application only once were removed. 

User-defined settings are stored for each user separately in sub-folders of: 

C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Local\Trimble\Trimble Photogrammetry 
<version>\ 

Default and Global Settings can be found in sub-folders of: 

C:\ProgramData\Trimble\Trimble Photogrammetry <version>\ 

Conflicts will occur in case multiple users process a project using the same folder 
location. Parallel access to the coordinate systems for editing is limited. 



 

 

 

One license can be used for one process only. 
 

New Feature 13.0: Import 
of IIQ images supported 

The proprietary IIQ format from PhaseOne is now directly supported for import in 
Project Editor for the definition of a project file. 
 

New Feature 13.0: Basic IIQ 
support 

The IIQ format is supported for import into the Project Editor, for a quick 
visualization in Image Viewer (on-the-fly generation of 3 pyramid levels) as well as 
for conversion to TIF in Image Commander for pyramid generation. 
 

New Feature 13.0: Camera 
Template for PhaseOne 
PAS880 

A Multi-Head System template for the PAS880 (PhaseOne) has been added to 
allow users an easier project setup. The selected template loads automatically the 
individual camera heads. An individual Multi-Head System setup is still available. 
Templates are currently available for: 
PAS280_default – 1 camera head (stitched Nadir images) 
PAS280_rawIIQ – 2 Nadir heads (Individual Nadir images) 
PAS880_default – 5 camera heads (one camera each for Nadir, Front, Back, Left, 
Right) 
PAS880_rawIIQ – 6 camera heads (2x Nadir, 1x each for Front, Back, Left and 
Right) 
 

 
 

New Feature 13.0: 
Improved station 
generation for MHS 

The generation of stations is now supporting the usage of regular expressions for 
handling ID of different length. In addition, the option to treat the IDs case-
sensitive and a spell check has been added. 
 

New Feature 13.0: Text size 
in Block Digitizer 

The block digitizer in the Project Editor has now an option to change the text size. 
 

  



 

 

 

New Feature 13.0: 
Automatic file path repair 

The Project Editor offers a new feature to change image file paths. The automatic 
“File path repair” function makes it much easier to adjust the paths, especially for 
multi-head and large projects. For example, replacing the path of 134000 files 
takes 80-120 seconds. Using automatic “File path repair” for Pushbroom images 
requires two steps. First, use “File path repair” for the .sup files and then use “Edit” 
and “File path repair” for the assigned files. 
 

Improvement 13.0:  
Support of satellite format 
*.TIL 

Support of a new satellite data format *.til. 
 

 
 

Fix 13.0: Project Editor with 
MHS 

Already existing stations were removed in case the "Parameter Sets" from the 
GNSS/IMU dialog were modified. This has been corrected so that the stations are 
kept in case something is changed. 
 

Fix 13.0:  
Import satellite images by 
directory 
 

For some satellite formats, the import of images by directory or sub-directory 
failed. It was fixed 

Fix 13.0:  
Change terrain height for 
multiple satellite images 
 

Selecting multiple satellite images simultaneously for terrain height 
definition is now possible. In previous versions, it causes false image entries. 

Fix 13.0:  
Support for color mapped 
images 
 

Color mapped images are again supported in this version. Using color-mapped 
images could lead to a crash in the previous version. That is fixed. 

 

Information 13.0: 
CodeMeter Runtime, 
Bundle installation 
 

The bundle installation includes the CodeMeter Runtime version 7.40b. 

  



 

 

 

Improvement 12.2.2:  
Support request  

Clicking on button Support Request opens an email with the Send address 
imaging_support@trimble.com. The current Inpho version number and some other 
hints are added as a template. 

 

Example: 

Dear Inpho/UASMaster user, 
Please enter/attach here all required information to describe the issue as best as 
possible, including: 

* Description of the issue, 
* Company name and dongle number, 
* Screenshots/videos, 
* Inpho project files(*.prj, *.xml, *.cnt, *.xpf,...), 
* Log files of the used module, 

ApplicationsMaster - Version 13.0.0-58943cc, build 10012 of 2022-05-09 21:36 
 

Fix 12.2.2:  
License dongles on multiple 
servers 
 

In case of more than one defined dongle server (Codemeter WebAdmin, Server 
Search List) it could happen that not all dongle entries were checked correctly. 

Fix 12.2.2:  
Installation of Trimble 
Coordinate System 
Manager 

After installing the Trimble Coordinate System Manager (TCS), it could be that 
there were missing files. It is fixed. 

Using the Inpho Bundle installation packages, the TCS is included. It can be 
installed separately too. 
 

Fix 12.2.2: Interior 
Orientation for analog 
images 

The interface showing the manual measurements of the fiducial marks did not 
indicate any more the status of the measurements by color. This has been fixed, so 
that the IDs of the measured fiducials are marked in green, not measured Ids are 
marked in red. 
 

Fix 12.2.2: Exterior 
Orientation: selection of 
units 
 

The default definition of pix as units for the image measurements could not be 
assigned after having changed it. This is solved so that pix as unit can be selected 
again. 
 

 

mailto:imaging_support@trimble.com


 

 

 

MATCH-AT / Satellite Georeferencing 

Change Description 

New Feature 13.2: Support 
of exclusion areas 
 

MATCH-AT version 13.2 supports the import of shape files that define exclusion 
areas in which no tie points should be matched. The usage is described in the 
Reference Manual chapter 5.5.4. 
 

Improvement 13.2: Higher 
accuracy of grid camera 
 

New developments have improved the accuracy of the “grid camera” significantly 
when applying the additional (self-calibration) parameters during tie point 
extraction. 
 

Improvement 13.2: Better 
and faster camera 
calibration due to new 
developments and new 
workflow 

The iterative process of camera calibration is shortened and accuracy is improved. 
The workflow is slightly different and described in the MATCH-AT reference 
manual. 
Example: 
The original camera only had a rough focal length and no distortion model. After 
camera calibration, the remaining residuals are very small and no systematic 
effects can be detected. 
 

 
  



 

 

 

Improvement 13.2: 
Reporting of image access 
errors 
 

If access to one or more images was lost during processing (network problems), 
the user only noticed this because the affected images did not contain any tie 
points. If the access to too many images was lost, MATCH-AT aborted without an 
error message. Now this is reported in the “output.log“ of the ApplicationsMaster. 
 

New Feature 13.1.1: New 
strategy for satellite projects 
 

For some projects, the triangulation can be more stable if only shifts are corrected 
in the adjustment instead of Shift and Scale. Therefore, a new strategy for 
definition on the user interface has been added: 
"TP extraction and refinement" dialog and "Orientation" dialog. 
Changes in the strategy folders:  
Default strategies:  
C:\ProgramData\Trimble\Trimble Photogrammetry 13.1\Strategies\SAT\RPC 
User-define strategies:  
C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Local\Trimble\Trimble Photogrammetry 
13.1\Strategies\SAT\RPC 
The previous subfolders "TP extraction" and "Refinement" are no longer used. 
 

Fix 13.1.1: Tie point 
extraction not successful 
 

Fixed two problems where tie point extraction was unsuccessful and stopped with 
losing all tie points for higher resolution levels.  
The first problem showed the message "ERROR: There is a reference to photo 
xxxxx. Adjustment will be terminated."  
The second problem could occur in highly overlapping projects where the 
"Standard" strategy was used for the tie point extraction instead of the 
"Optimized for high overlap" strategy. These issues have been resolved. 
 

Fix 13.1.1: Sometimes the 
adjustment for Satellite 
projects stopped 
 

The matching process stopped for some project due to insufficient elimination of 
blunders. The routines have been changed to ensure that blunders are removed. 

Fix 13.1.1: Problem with the 
tile sequence in XML files of 
Satellite projects 
   

In case the image tile sequence in the DIMAP xml file starts not with the upper left 
image tile, the combination of tiles did not fit. The resulting TIF image was not 
correct. 

Fix 13.1.1: Crash if project 
overlap increases “.cnt” file 
setting 
 

MATCH-AT crashed when the project overlap was over 200 (one point can be 
matched in more than 200 images). The default setting in the .cnt file is updated 
to a value of “300” for the parameters:  
$FBM_MAX_OVERLAP and  
$LSM_MAX_OVERLAP 
 

Fix 13.1.1:Filtering options 
for measurement functions 
in PMT 
 

Version 13.1.0 introduced the option to filter the image list by camera heads. 
However, this possibility did not work for the measurement functions. Now the 
block/camera filtering is also considered for the measurement functions. 
 



 

 

 

New Feature 13.1: Station 
concept in PMT 
 

The Multi-Photo Measurement Tool provides now 
- new filter options for the camera heads (nadir, forward, backward...) 
- new design of markers and frustums (multiple markers for one station  
  presenting the different heads) 
- new station column in the “Photos” tab 

  
 

Improvement 13.1: Selected 
images are highlighted more 
clearly 
 

                           Version 13.1                                                      Version 13.0  

Improvement 13.1: Updated 
PDF report file 
 

The version of the statistics file has beem updated. The PDF report file now shows 
the new “affinity” coefficients in the camera description. 

Improvement 13.1: 
Enhanced block adjustment 
 

The block adjustment during the tie point extraction run has been enhanced to 
improve the blunder detection/elimination. 

Improvement 13.1: Time 
saving in MATCH-AT tie point 
extraction process 
 

A new sophisticated tie point preparation and improved bundle-block adjustment 
will speed up the extraction process. The process now takes around a third less 
time. 
The diagram shows the time improvement for a multi-head project with 47500 
images. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Improvement 13.1: Edit 
point description 
 

 

It is possible now to edit the point attribute 
“description” directly in the Multi-Photo 
Measurement Tool. The description can be 
assigned selecting it from a pull-down 
menu. 
 
A new description must first be defined in 
the Project Editor in order to be able to 
select it in the PMT. 
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Fix 13.1: Check min/max 
value for point selection 
during LSM 
 

For the process “Automatic tie points refinement with LSM”, points are selected 
from the adjusted point list. The entered height limitations for tie points were not 
used. This is corrected. 

Fix 13.1: Warning in 
aat.log/html “Suspect 
orientation angles” for 
multi-head projects 
 

The MATCH-AT log file announces “suspect orientation angles” for the oblique 
heads of multi-head projects. This warning is now avoided.  

 

Improvement 13.0.2: 3D 
mouse configuration 
 

Previously, it was not possible to configure a 3D mouse for satellite projects in the 
Multi-Photo-Measurement Tool (PMT). Now this function is implemented. 

Fix 13.0.1: Crash of inBLOCK 
 

inBLOCK offers the possibility to save the project in binary format. In version 
13.0.0 the program crashed during this process. That is fixed. 
Please note that the manual measurements can shift slightly and check that. We 
are in the process of correcting this behavior. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Satellite image 
import 

The image import checks whether the RPCs (format depends on the sensor) are 
available. Otherwise, the import of the images will fail. This check was removed 
again because there are sensors that allow different RPC file definitions. The 
actual format is not known in advance and therefore cannot be checked. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Unsuccessful 
Post-Processing of a large 
project with many sub-
blocks (allocation error) 
 

An internal limitation of the working area and the number of image and point IDs 
has been increased to meet the needs of very large projects with an enormous 
number of points. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Stereo 
Comparator crash 

A crash of the Stereo Comparator (pm3d.exe) that happened when the program 
was closed is fixed. Also saving the project works again. 
 

Improvement 13.0.1: 
Updated information in 
aat.html/aat.log 
 

The output in the aat.html/aat.log has been updated and now also shows the 
settings for the new parameters: 

Strategy parameter 

Minimum tie-point height:       0.00 

Maximum tie-point height:    1000.00 

Matching parameter 

Ratio threshold:                0.6 

 

  



 

 

 

New Feature 13.0: 
Additional parameters to 
adapt the project situation 
 

The MATCH-AT dialog offers new parameters to minimize mismatches and 
improve the matching accuracy. The minimum and maximum tie point height can 
now be entered in the “Strategy” tab. Tie points matched outside this range are 
discarded.  
By changing the “Ratio threshold” parameter in the “Matching” tab, the emphasis 
of the matching can be shifted from uniqueness (forest) to contrast (city). 
 

New Feature 13.0:  
Change point type in PMT 

It now possible in the PMT (Photo Measurement 
Tool) to select multiple points and change their 
point type at once.  
Besides that, PMT does now allow changing the 
point type with the Measurement mode 
activated. This was not possible in previous versions. 
 

Improvement 13.0: 
Reintroduction of caching 

 

The time advantage results in the FBM steps, it has not effect on the LSM. 

 Time savings when using JPG images (factor 5) 

 Time savings when using TIFF images (about a third oft he 

calculation time) 

 Time savings on slow networks. 

 Time savings especially with high overlaps 

 

Improvement 13.0: 
"Save" button in inBLOCK 
 

Now inBLOCK is provided with a "Save" button which avoids opening the File 
menu to save the project. 

Improvement 13.0:  
Online Monitor messaging 
 

The Online Monitor messages in the aerial triangulation dialog were improved for 
clearer communication, especially when processing big projects. 
 

Improvement 13.0: 
Additional information in 
MATCH-AT’s log file  
 

MATCH-AT’s log file now consists of the information about images without image 
points, which is a helpful information about problematical project regions. 

 

Improvement 13.0: 
Radiometric image 
adjustment in PMT 

The available temporary image enhancement option in the Photo Measurement 
Tool has been enhanced so that it can be used in the multi-viewers on all images 
simultaneously. So far, users had to adjust image by image. Now the corrections 
can be applied globally to a specific view. The changes are temporarily and are 
reset as soon as the view changes. 
 



 

 

 

Improvement 13.0: 
Graphical performance in 
PMT 

The graphical performance of the Multi-Photo-Measurement Tool (PMT) is 
optimized for version 13. 

Fix 13.0: Tie point extraction 
using JPG images 
 

For larger projects, the tie point extraction could fail when using JPG images. The 
output log showed several ITEX message error messages. That is fixed. 
 

Fix 12.2.2: Post-Processing 
failed for big project 
 

An internal parameter needed adjustment in order that the Post-Processing works 
for big projects. 

MATCH-3DX / Meshing add-on 

Requirements/recommendations: 

We recommend an up-to-date computer with at least 32 GB RAM (better more). Furthermore, we recommend an 
additional hard disk for processing purposes only. The required disk space should be about 2-5 times of the space 
that the input data requires. 
 

Change Description 

New Feature 13.2: 
Generation of non-LOD 
meshes as single file 

The match.status now provides an option “-singleMesh” generating non-LOD 
meshes (Wavefront OBJ, Digital Asset Exchange (COLLADA)) as a single file (no 
tiling).  

New Feature 13.2: Selectable 
network image directory 

With the new command line option “-networkImgDir” in the match.status file it is 
possible to define an individual image directory at any location to which the 
system has access. 

Improvement 13.2: New 
True Ortho approach 

The new True Ortho approach will significantly improve the visual consistency by 
reducing artefacts caused by moving objects like cars, (water) reflections, 
changing light conditions, etc. 

Improvement 13.2: Quality 
of building edges 

The SGM_2.5D workflow will show an improved quality of the building edges, 
especially in the True Orthos. 

Improvement 13.2: 
Reduction of runtime and 
memory requirements 
 

The imaging and network data flow has been significantly redesigned to reduce 
runtime and memory requirements. 



 

 

 

Improvement 13.2: 
Optimized precision writing 
.las/.laz files 
 

The precision used when writing .las/.laz files has been optimized, reducing the 
size of certain .laz format results. 

Improvement 13.2: Unique 
material names in OBJ mesh 
 

Material names (material optical properties, e.g. specularity, transparency, 
texturing) in OBJ mesh results are now unique for better compatibility with other 
software. 

Improvement 13.2: Reduced 
peak memory usage 
 

In the analysis step, the peak memory usage was reduced. 

Improvement 13.2: 
Performance 
 

The new version offers various other performance improvements. 

Fix 13.2: Error for projects 
with disabled distortion 

The problem for projects with disabled distortion is fixed. 

Fix 13.2: Holes in the mesh Fixed some issues that could lead to defects, like holes in the mesh results in 
certain scenarios. 

Fix 13.2: Area of interest Fixed an issue where estimating the automatic area of interest during the analysis 
step could take a long time in certain corner cases. 

Fix 13.2: Suboptimal stereo 
models 

Fixed an issue that could lead to a suboptimal stereo model selection and thus 
suboptimal results for some orientations. 

Fix 13.2: Mesh quality Fixed an issue that could lead to reduced mesh quality at subproject borders 
when using distributed processing. 

Fix 13.2: Data gaps in the 
mesh 

Fixed an issue that could lead to data gaps in the SGM_2.D mesh when using 
Split/Merge process (distributed processing). 
 

  



 

 

 

New Feature 13.1.1: 
Possibility to copy a subset 
of images to a defined 
directory 

Using the command line option “-imgTransfer” (Match-T, Match-3DX) it is possible 
to create a batch file (CopySetOfImages.bat) for copying the image files into a 
defined directory. If this option is activated the processing will not be started. It is 
helpful when using export project for a sub-block. 

New Feature 13.1: 
Consideration of plane 
polygons (e.g. waterbodies) 
 

It is now possible in the user interface “morphological data” to define 3D polygons 
as plane data, e.g. to define waterbodies. The information is added to the project 
file and will be considered for processing. Resulting points lying inside the defined 
polygons get the heights of the internal calculated plane. 
 

New Feature 13.1: External 
definition of DEM area 

The DEM area can be defined using an available morphological file in WNP or SHP 
or DXF format. The path of the file has to be defined in the MATCH.status file 
using the parameter:  

-morph2area “file path” (the path must be in double quotes) 

The MATCH.status file must be in the project directory. 

MATCH-3DX will use the imported DEM definition if no manual area is defined in 
the project file. Otherwise, the area is used as additional borderline. 
 

Improvement 13.1: 
Accelerated runtime 
 

The runtime for multiple components is improved, e.g. when starting large 
projects. 

Improvement 13.1: New 
mesh format (local_obj) 
 

The new mesh format uses single precision (float) coordinates so it is compatible 
with applications that do not support double precision coordinates. A custom 
offset can be specified for the conversion to local coordinates when using the 
Mesh Converter. 
 

Improvement 13.1: Less 
artifacts 
 

The 3D mesh topology is improved by reducing artifacts. 

Improvement 13.1: Better 
resilience against slowdowns 
 

The new version is resilient against slowdowns caused by anti-virus software 
interference when exporting SLPK. 

Fix 13.1: Distortion direction The distortion direction when using USGS camera standard works now correctly. 

Fix 13.1: Check of input 
coordinate system 
 

The input coordinate systems are now checked earlier, and the compatibility of 
the georeferencing of the results with other applications was improved. 



 

 

 

Fix 13.1: Linear artifacts in 
the true ortho results 
 

For some corner cases, a problem could lead to bright linear artifacts in the true 
ortho results.  

Fix 13.1: Exits without error 
message 
 

An issue that could lead to exits without error message is fixed. 

Fix 13.1: Rare segmentation 
fault 
 

A rare segmentation fault during mesh processing is fixed. 

Fix 13.1: GPU (CUDA) 
processing 
 

An issue where GPU (CUDA) processing was not working when multiple CUDA 
GPUs are present but not all are supported.  

Fix 13.1: Small outliers in the 
DSM cell standard deviation 
results 
 

In rare cases, there were small outliers in the meta information of the DSM cell 
standard deviation. 

Fix 13.1: Missing 
georeferencing information 

 

A problem where the georeferencing information in the lod_dae and lod_obj 
mesh results was missing is fixed. 

Fix 13.1: Reduced edge 
quality 
 

In rare cases the edge quality in the DSM results was reduced. That’s fixed.  

New Feature 13.0:  
Split huge projects 

Huge projects can be subdivided for processing, so the results from sub-projects 
can be checked before the complete project finishes. It is a three-step process: 
Split into sub-projects, process the sub-projects, merge the sub-projects. 
Please see detailed information in the Reference Manual (7.2.1 Processing huge 
projects). 
 

New Feature 13.0:  
User-defined area names 
when using a Shape file 
import 

Importing a shape file allows to define a column which should be used for process 
Area ID definition. 
When importing a TPIX shape file the Area IDs fit to the TPIX tile name. For each 
tile one Area ID (named by the index) is used and additionally one Area ID for the 
complete area (..._tpix). 

Optionally the user can define the column of the shape file that should be used as 
Area ID (match.status file: -shapefilefield, default column name: filename).  
 



 

 

 

Improvement 13.0:  
Inform before deleting 
intermediate results 
 

In case a process should be continued after an unintended interruption (e.g. 
network issues, license issues, disk space …) and a user forget to activate the 
“continue” mode when re-starting the process, the software checks if 
intermediate results are already available and inform before deleting the previous 
results. 
Previous versions deleted all intermediate results when starting a process without 
mode “continue” without information. 
 

Improvement 13.0:  
More guidance to define 
best scenario and strategy 

Introduction of new messages to guide the user to the recommended scenario 
and strategy. E.g. for the SGM2.5 scenario it is recommended to use only Nadir 
images to generate a higher quality true orthophoto. 
The scenarios were renamed to Aerial Nadir and Aerial Oblique. 
 

Improvement 13.0:  
Automatic border line 
generation  

In case no borderline was added from the user, an automatic borderline will be 
generated. The algorithm was improved: now only areas with more than one 
stereo model (dependent on defined “minimum number of models”) are 
considered. 
 
 

 

Information 13.0: 
MATCH.status file 

MATCH-3DX automatically starts with the best fitting settings, for all options there 
are valid default values. 
Please adapt a setting only in consultation with the support team 
(imaging_support@trimble.com) 
 
In case you already use a MATCH.status file from a previous version, please check 
if there are defined settings, which changed for version 13 and adapt your 
MATCH.status file. 
 



 

 

 

 
The MATCH-3DX Commander (View > Status file) shows the available 
MATCH.status file. If there is not MATCH.status file in your project directory, a 
new with all possible settings and descriptions is generated automatically. 
 
Dense point cloud options 

 --subTpix to create tile manager files for sub process (-gmod subprocess), 
default  

 --gsdFactor 1 : Factor for metric raster cell size on ground level, used for 
processing and True Ortho pixel size 

 --ignoreOriStatus  to ignore EO orientation status of photos with existing 
EO 

 --useNadir "auto"  to use NADIR photos with existing EO (on,auto,off) 

 --useOblique "auto" to use OBLIQUE photos with existing EO (on,auto,off) 
 

User interface 

 --shapefilefield "field name" to define the Shape file field for area ID 
generation, Default is “filename” 
 

Changed options 

 --scenario DEFAULT : Overlapping scenario (DEFAULT,AERIAL_NADIR 
forward sideward,AERIAL_OBLIQUE) 

 
Eliminated options 

 --useallphotos 

 --usenadirphotos 

 --useobliquephotos  
 

Improvement 12.2.2:  
Huge projects, Check TPIX 
limits  

If the TPIX limits (number of tiles in X=2000, Y=10000, X*Y=40000) are exceeded, 
the software enlarge the TPIX tile size automatically (max tile size value: 
2000*GSD).  
 
In previous versions, the process was aborted after the analysis, and the process 
had to be started from the beginning after defining new tile sizes. 
 

 

MATCH-T DSM 

Change Description 

New Feature 13.1.1: 
Possibility to copy a subset 
of images to a defined 
directory 

Using the command line option -imgTransfer (Match-T, Match-3DX) it is possible 
to create a batch file (CopySetOfImages.bat) for copying the image files into a 
defined directory. If this option is activated the processing will not be started. It is 
helpful when using export project for a sub-block. 



 

 

 

New Feature 13.1: External 
definition of DEM area 

The DEM area can defined using an available morphological file in WNP or SHP or 
DXF format. The path of the file has to be defined in the MATCH.status file using 
the parameter:  

-morph2area “file path” (the path must be in double quotes) 

The MATCH.status file must be in the project directory. 

MATCH-3DX will use the imported DEM definition if no manual area is defined in 
the project file. Otherwise the area is used as additional borderline. 

New Feature 13.1: 
Consideration of plane 
polygons (e.g. water bodies) 
 

It is now possible in the user interface “morphological data” to define polygons as 
plane data, e.g. to define water bodies. The information is added to the project 
file and will be considered for processing. Resulting points lying in the defined 
polygons get the heights of the internal calculated plane. 

Fix 13.1: Internal memory 
handling 

While conversion of DTM format into the point cloud format LAS, the complete 
DTM was read into the memory. This could lead to unfinished processes in case 
the memory was not available. 
 

New Feature 13.0:  
User-defined area names 
when using a Shape file 
import 

Importing a shape file allows to define a column which should be used for process 
Area ID definition. 
 
When importing a TPIX shape file the Area IDs fit to the TPIX tile name. For each 
tile one Area ID (named by the index) is used and additionally one Area ID for the 
complete area (..._tpix). 
 
Optionally the user can define the column of the shape file that should be used as 
Area ID (match.status file: -shapefilefield, default column name: filename).  
 

Improvement 13.0:  
Inform before deleting 
intermediate results 
 

In case a process should be continued after an unintended interruption (e.g. 
network issues, license issues, disk space … ) and a user forget to activate the 
“continue” mode when re-starting the process, the software checks if 
intermediate results are already available and inform before deleting the previous 
results. 
 
Previous versions deleted all intermediate results when starting a process without 
mode “continue” without information. 
 

Improvement 13.0:  
Huge projects, Check TPIX 
limits  

If the TPIX limits (number of tiles in X=2000, Y=10000, X*Y=40000) are exceeded, 
the software enlarge the TPIX tile size automatically (max tile size value: 
2000*GSD).  
 



 

 

 

In previous versions, the process was aborted after the analysis, and the process 
had to be started from the beginning after defining new tile sizes. 
 

Improvement 13.0:  
Automatic border line 
generation  

In case no borderline was added from the user, an automatic borderline will be 
generated. The algorithm was improved: now only areas with more than one 
stereo model are considered. 
 

Fix 12.2.2:  
Incorrect footprint 
calculation causes gaps in 
the point cloud result 
 

A problem in the footprint calculation excluded certain stereo models for 
processing (CBM/FBM). This resulted in gaps or a reduced reliability in the 
extracted points. The issue is fixed. 

DTMaster Stereo 

Change Description 

Fix 13.2: Filter Brush “Hard” The function “Filter Brush” with the option “Hard” did not work and the message 
“Warning: The re-interpolation follow-up is not supported with the current layer 
type!” appeared. Now this function works again as it should. 
 

Fix 13.2: Shape file export of 
“lakes” and “islands” 

The implementation caused some problems for nested exclusion areas, which 
have been fixed.  
 

Fix 13.1.1: Crash when 
adding a new layer and save 
the project 
 

The problem is fixed that DTMaster crashed when saving the project after adding 
a new terrain layer. 

New Feature 13.1: “Cycle 
through models”  
 

A new functionality is added to switch through all “qualifying” stereo models 
(depending on defined stereo options) at a given position. 

Improvement 13.1: Selected 
images are highlighted more 
clearly 
 

 



 

 

 

Fix 13.1: Orphaned layer 
entries 
 

Combining the workflow steps of loading files, removing those, compressing the 
project and saving the project it could lead to orphaned files/layers in the project. 
This has been fixed now so that data and its file/layers are correctly removed. 
 

Change 13.0: Line 
measurement, Follow Up 
Option: Reinterpolate along 
line 

The option “Reinterpolate along line” can be used for break lines, break-border 
lines and form lines. For borderlines, the option can be selected but is not applied. 
A message occurs in the output log window depending on the selected active 
layer. 

In previous versions, the line type break-border line was not selectable as layer 
type. 
 

Fix 12.2.2:  
Surface Area, True Ortho 
Update 
 

In some corner cases, the True Ortho Update did not work because of missing 
files.  

DTMToolkit 

Change Description 

Fix 13.1.1: Batch 
processing failed for DTM 
Merge and Surface 
Modelling 
 

DTMToolkit's DTM merge did not work in batch mode because the output file 
name was not used. Furthermore, the surface generation in batch mode did not 
use all the defined option file setting. Both issues are fixed. 

  



 

 

 

SCOP 

Change Description 

Improvement 13.2: 
Updated SCOP Server 
version 
 

An updated SCOP Server version is available. The version is provided via an MSI 
installer. 

OrthoMaster 

Change Description 

Fix 13.1.1: OrthoVista 
batch processing option 
 

In rare cases, the OrthoVista batch processing option in OrthoMaster did not work 
and the error message “Cannot open file: \ompostprocess.bat” appeared. The 
OrthoVista process has not started. Now the project path is used to save the 
OrthoMaster post-processing bat file. 

New Feature 13.1: 
Channel assignment for 
satellite projects 

For satellite projects, it is now possible to do a channel assignment in 
OrthoMaster.  

Fix 13.1: Tiff creation 
parameters 

The selected setting for TIFF creation was used but not saved, but always reset to 
the default setting.  

New Feature 13.0: 
Automatic ortho area 
generation for satellite 
images 
 

OrthoMaster now allows the automatic generation of ortho areas based on the 
image itself or on the information provided in the region files. 

Fix 13.0: Pyramid generation 
of input images 

The interface in OrthoMaster has been simplified for the generation of pyramid 
files for input images. In case no pyramids for input images are available, they are 
being generated automatically as external full set. The options for pyramid 
generation of input images have been removed from the UI. 
 

Fix 13.0: Adjust terrain 
height per image in project 
file 

In case a DTM is imported to OrthoMaster and the project is then saved, the 
terrain height per image is updated directly in the project file according to the 
DTM height. This was temporarily not working in V12, but has been fixed with 
V13. 
 



 

 

 

Fix 12.2.2: Orthorectification 
with 4 channels 
 

A problem where 3-channel instead of 4-channel images were created and the 
software sometimes crashed is fixed. 

OrthoVista 

Change Description 

Fix 13.1: Wrong naming for 
DXF files 
 

In case the export of single seams in DXF file format was combined with the 
processing function “Seam Applicator”, it could lead to wrong file names. The 
erroneous file name included the prefix “pyr-“, and was generated only in case 
the “Adaptive blending” parameter was used. 
 

Fix 13.1: Seamline islands / 
Straight lines 
 

In some cases, the seamlines in OrthoVista included islands and/or straight lines. 
This erroneous behavior occurred only in case building outlines were used as 
exclusion areas during the Feature Detection process. The problem has now been 
fixed. 
 

Fix 13.1: Coordinates update 
 

Coordinates are now displayed correctly when using the Pan mode. 

Change 13.1: Seam Editor – 
stored size of single image 
viewer 
 

The Seam Editor allows to open single images in separate, individual viewer 
windows. When now changing the size of the viewing window, the size of the last 
closed view is used as default for the next view. 

Fix 13.0.2: Global Options 
 

Opening a new project showed the wrong default settings for Background 
Checking of 16-bit images. Correcting the setting for “Minimum Value” and 
“Maximum Value” did not work; the .cfg file was not updated. 
Now the correct default settings are displayed and used. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Default settings 
 

With version 13.0.0, the default settings for OrthoVista were accidentally 
changed. This has been corrected so that the settings match version 12 again. 
 

Fix 13.0.1: Seam Editor crash 
 

If an image was deactivated in the Seam Editor but the user tried to open it in a 
separate viewer, the application crashed. This has been fixed so that even a 
deactivated image can be opened. 
 

  



 

 

 

New feature: 13.0: 
Performance Improvement 
 

The processing time of OrthoVista could be improved considerably, while 
maintaining the proven quality and accuracy. This was achievable based on a 
different multi-threading and cache handling. The major improvements have 
taken place in the Feature Detection or Adaptive Feathering as well as in the Seam 
Region processing step. Please note that the performance improvement can vary 
based on project layout, computer hardware and project size. Smaller projects 
showed an improvement of a factor below 2 whereas larger projects were up to 
12.5 times faster! 

Project Details Version 
Overall Proc. Time 
[hh:mm:ss] 

Improvement 

4505 images 
Classic Overlap 
Regions: Generated 
Global Tilting: Default 
Feature Detection: Mixed 
Mosaic: generated 

V12.2 62:17:46 100% 

V13.0 5:22:02 8% 
Factor 12.5 faster 

420 images 
Classic Overlap 
Regions: Generated 
Global Tilting: Default 
Feature Detection: Default 
Mosaic: generated 

V12.2 2:05:30 100% 

V13.0 1:34:31 75% 
Factor 1.3 faster 

254 images 
High Overlap 
Regions: Generated 
Global Tilting: Default 
Feature Detection: Default 
Mosaic: generated 

V12.2 7:58:30 100% 

V13.0 5:04:35 64% 
Factor 1.5 faster 

4173 images 
Classic Overlap 
Regions: Generated 
Global Tilting: Default 
Feature Detection: Default 
Mosaic: Not generated 

V12.2 140:16:48 100% 

V13.0 10:49:39 8% 
Factor 12.5 faster 

601 images 
Classic Overlap 
Regions: Generated 
Global Tilting: Default 
Adaptive Feathering: 
Default 
Mosaic: generated 

V12.2 3:57:45 100% 

V13.0 2:27:05 62% 
Factor 1.6 faster 

 



 

 

 

Fix 13.0: Reusing existing 
Feature Detection results 
failed 

In some cases, it could happen that the results from the Feature Detection 
process were not reused but were processed again. This has been fixed. Please 
note that the results from Feature Detection can only be reused in case no input 
parameter is modified (images, selection, parameters, number of parallel 
processes etc.) 
 

Fix 13.0: Fixed memory issue 
during processing 

A memory issue being caused from idle threads has been fixed. This contributes to 
the improved performance. 
 

Fix 13.0: Higher cache 
settings 

Higher cache settings could have led to a considerably longer processing time. 
This could be already caused by cache settings higher than 2GB. Now the cache 
handling has been corrected and can be defined according to the available RAM. 
 

Fix 13.0: Corrupt Display for 
16 bit images including an 
alpha channel 
 

The issue with 16-bit images including an alpha channel in OV display is fixed. 

Fix 13.0: Usage of color 
mapped TIF images 
 

OV Display crashed when using TIF images including a color palette. It is fixed. 

Change 13.0: Handling of 
intersected pixels with SHP 
tile definition 

Pixels that were included with less than 50% into the shp tile definition were 
marked as background color for the output. Still OrthoVista made sure that no 
gaps between tiles occurred. This has now been changed so that all intersected 
pixels are included into the shp tile definition. In some cases, it can happen now 
that additional valid pixels are included at the bottom of the shp tile definition. 
 

Change 13.0: Image Cache 
Settings 

The image cache can now be defined between 256MB and 64GB only. 
Recommended values are at least 512MB for workstations with limited RAM and 
a maximum value of 32GB for higher equipped workstations. 
 

DPMaster 

Change Description 

New Feature 13.2: 
Optimized network setting 
for MATCH-3DX jobs 
 

Added a new default option to optimize the image preparation when using 8-bit 
images. This option will compress the images for faster data transfer. 
 



 

 

 

New Feature 13.2: Use 
specific network directory 
for MATCH-3DX jobs 
 

A network directory for the images can be defined, so it is not necessary to copy 
the images to the local scratch directory. 

Fix 13.1.1: Job submission 
problem 
 

An issue of a missing DTM entry when using older project files has been fixed. 

Information 13.0.2: HT 
Condor clean up function 
 

When using the scratch directory in DPMaster it must be ensured that no data is 
stored in the chosen directory. An HTCondor command (condor_preen.exe) will 
delete all files from this directory regularly. A warning message was added in the 
Configuration dialog to inform the user about this. 
 

Information 13.0:  
HT Condor version 9.0 
 

Due to the problems with the newest stable HTCondor version 9.0 the update of 
this version is not supported.  
Recommended is version 8.8.9. 
 

 

Information 

For more information, please contact your Trimble Inpho Support Team at imaging_support@trimble.com. The 
software is available for download on https://geospatial.trimble.com/inpho-download 
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